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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.14 

 

General 

 LSTC-ADKCQQ - It was possible to split row in the Register Blanket Order procedure, which caused 
many rows with the same part number. Several rows with the same part number is not allowed in the 
Register Blanket Order procedure. 

 LSTC-ADSH9Y - The Users purchase limits were during certain circumstances not controlled when 
purchase order was created from customer order. 

 AFOG-AE2DJH - When exporting to text file, the character encoding UTF 8 will use BOM instead of Windows 
ANSI.  

 JEDS-AEDKH5 - PDF files that were edited by XChange editor could be displayed incorrectly in MONITOR’s 
Document Viewer. Document Viewer is a supplement. 

Manufacturing 

 JLÖR-ADCAAS - Automatic filter on the Diff column in the Post-Calculation Selection didn’t work 
properly. 

Purchase 

 PFLN-A7VKLX - It was possible to edit location on row type 2 in the Arrival Reporting procedure, which 
caused a program error when saving. 

 LAHM-ABCB2X - Now it’s possible to confirm CAMT053/054 also for other Payment methods than ISO. 

 CSIG-ADLHYK - It was possible to arrival report overflow in the window for multiple locations in the 
Receiving Inspection Reporting procedure, even if this was blocked by the Setting "Reasonability check 
of excess reporting in Arrival Reporting?". 

 SSÖG-ADTK9X - There were problems when you had made changes and then used Tab or Enter in the 
Import EDI Order Responses procedure. 

 LAHM-ADYDUK - Merging of ISO payments with Payment methods BG and PG didn’t work properly. 

 LAHM-ADYFFQ - It wasn’t possible to split the payments correctly in the Confirm Outgoing Payments 
procedure, if you had Merge invoices set on the suppliers SEPA payments in the Update Supplier 
procedure. 

 LAHM-AE2GFN - If the file that is used in the Import Supplier Invoice procedure doesn’t contain 
information about Exchange rate, the procedure will use the Exchange rate in the Setting "Suggested 
exchange rate during registration". 

 LAHM-AE2HEH - There was an error on the supplier´s address in the SEPA bank file for within Sweden with 
Danske Bank. 

 SSÖG-AE6J42 - If you sent delivery schedules by e-mail from the Print Delivery Schedules procedure, 
parts could be missing in the attached XML-file. This could occur if several parts with supplier links pointed 

at the same Suppliers part number. 

 SSÖG-AE7AJ5 - It was during certain circumstances impossible to change status to 3 (Confirmed) in the 
Import EDI Order Responses procedure, even if the amount was unchanged. This could occur for Users 
with Amount limit set to 0 in the Users procedure. 

 LREM-AE89G2 - This only applies to systems used in Lithuania and Poland. It wasn’t possible to save a 
supplier invoice without an order link in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. 
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 SHÖD-AEHCAG - The Östgöta Enskilda Bank is renamed to Danske Bank in the Setting Payment format. 

 SHÖD-AELCPJ - All dates in the Transaction List and Payment Suggestions procedures weren’t 
displayed with the date format the user had set on the computer. 

 SHÖD-AELG2A - A warning about incorrect payment date was incorrectly displayed in Polish systems with 
adaptation 515 – SEPA Poland if you tried to make an LB-payment in EUR with payment date after 27th 
October 2016. Now is the message only displayed for Swedish banks. 

Sales 

 AFOG-9RNM4B - Unit cost and alternate freight measure for Unifaun is implemented in the Print Shipping 
Documents and Dispatch Advice procedures. 

 LSTC-AD5FJU - MONITOR could sometimes shut down with a program error if you changed Customer group 
in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 LAHM-ADBCDX - The Swedish standard invoice forms displayed the tax assessment basis distributed by 
VAT Rate. It wasn’t possible to use more than two VAT Rates on the invoice form. Now the invoice form 
can display three different VAT Rates. 

 KFTM-ADECPC - An error message was displayed if you tried to preview an interest invoice under the 
button Receivables in the Customer Order Info procedure. 

 AFOG-ADRHNJ - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you saved a delivery schedule in 
the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. This occurred if net weight was missing on a part and the 
Extra info setting Include part's weight * quantity in customer orders? in the Update Customer procedure 
was activated. 

 FOHN-ADTFJ2 - The Pack List procedure was slow if you used Crystal Reports forms and additional text 
was missing. 

 FOHN-ADXAJZ - When using the Print Shipping Documents procedure and integration with Unifaun 
Online and the transport service DHL Euroconnect, the receivers Customer number will be transferred for 
export shipments and delivery terms 001 and 002. This is added on demand from DHL Freight AB. 

 FOHN-ADXAPZ - New alternatives for opening procedures without questions are added in the Settings. The 
Settings can be found on the Sales tab, Order / Quotes in the Settings procedure. 

 FOHN-AE38M5 - We have implemented the new routing code for DSV Road, valid as of 3rd October 2016. 

 JLÖR-AE7CZA - It wasn’t possible to classify on Customer code in the Delivery List procedure. 

 CSIG-AE8BX8 - It wasn’t possible to create new rows by using Enter, if you in the Delivery Reporting 
procedure added new rows on another position than after the last row. 

Accounting 

 LREM-ACACB4 - It was possible to calculate a FIFO exchange rate beyond an accounting year in the 
Calculate FIFO Currency Rate procedure, but the calculated values became incorrect. Now, the message 
The date interval must be within the same accounting year is displayed if you try to make a calculation 
beyond an accounting year. 

 SHYS-ADRN6Y - This only affects systems in Lithuania with adaptation 750: The field VAT row is now linked 
to the table with valid VAT Codes. 

 LREM-ADZ9N3 - If you had an AutoCoding with several levels and then coded on the account with CC and 
CU, the codings weren’t inherited to all levels in the AutoCoding in the Register Vouchers procedure. 

 LREM-AE3JJW - This only applies to systems used in Poland. In list type Purchase, Adjust VAT code/VAT 
type in the Adjust VAT Register procedure was VAT row incorrectly updated on all invoices if an order 
was partially delivered and linked to several Consecutive numbers. 
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Electronic Invoice Management 

 LREM-ADHBVR - Order rows from an old invoice could be displayed in the Authorize Supplier Invoices 
procedure even if the invoice didn’t have any linked order. This error could occur if you had "cleaned" the 
Accounts payable, but not removed linked basis and reused the same Consecutive no. 

 LREM-AEDA5R - Annotations on PDF images that were created in MONITOR versions 8.1.12 or earlier, were 
displayed with too large font size. 

Management Accounting 

 LREM-AB69XW - This only affects systems with the supplement Management Accounting. During Posterior 
Coding of Cost of sold goods with any of the price alternatives regarding Standard price during delivery, 
the cost was based on incorrect calculation. 
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